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Architecture evolution for
automation and network
programmability
The target architecture of future telecom networks will be designed using sets of aggregated
capabilities. Each domain will have its own set of resources that are abstracted and exposed to other
domains, supporting multi-tenancy and tenant isolation. The result is a fully programmable network,
that has the ability to evolve and adapt to the emerging requirements of the Networked Society.
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Enabled by emerging
technologies like virtualization,
software-defined networking
(SDN) and cloud capabilities,
the architecture of telecom
networks is undergoing a
massive transformation. This is
being driven by several factors,
including the need for less
complex and lower-cost network
operations, shorter time to
customer (TTC) and time to
market (TTM) for new services,
and new business opportunities
built on the anything as a service
(XaaS) model.
The principles of the target architecture
are based on separation of concerns,
multi-tenancy and network programmability. As networks progress toward
the target architecture supporting

as-a-service models with rapid scalability capabilities and greater levels of automation, the need to focus on the basic
principles will become more significant.
Full programmability of a network
and its services needs to take all the
building blocks of a network into consideration: how each piece will evolve;
how they will interface; and how they
support the structure and business processes of an operator.
SDN technologies, for example, are
key enabling tools for network programmability, but to provide value they must
be integrated with the end-to-end process view of the operator. Cloud orchestration technologies are also important
enablers, but without proper interfaces
to business management functions in
place, the result would be a technically
functional but commercially dysfunctional system. Well-defined technical

BOX A  Terms and abbreviations

AAA
API
APN
BSS
COMPA
DC
EPC
IGP
IPS
MPLS
MTC
MVNO

authentication, authorization and
accounting
application programming interface
Access Point Name
business support systems
control, orchestration, management,
policy and analytics
data center
Evolved Packet Core
Internet Gateway Protocol
infrastructure and platform services
multi-protocol label switching
machine-type communication
mobile virtual network operator
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NFV
OSS
opex
OVF
PaaS
POD
R&S
SDN
SLA
TTM
TTC
VM
vDC
VIM

network functions virtualization
operations support systems
operational expenditure
Open Virtualization Format
platform as a service
performance-optimized data centers
routing and switching
software-defined networking
Service Level Agreement
time to market
time to customer
virtual machine
virtual data center
Virtualized Infrastructure Manager

interfaces and abstractions are critical
to facilitate a split of responsibilities,
support trust relationships and enable
opex efficiency.
This article aims to describe the big
picture of the target ecosystem, presenting an architecture description that
focuses on the inter-domain interfaces,
separation of concerns as well as network programmability.
The ecosystem
The target network architecture will
be built using a set of critical technical interfaces that support business
relations – which we call inter-domain
interfaces. These interfaces mark the
boundaries between the different layers
or domains of a network; they support
the separation of concerns, interoperability, and enable Service Level
Agreements (SLAs). Administrative
domains, as defined by NFV1, are suitable for being managed as one entity
from a competence and administrative
responsibility point of view. As Figure 1
illustrates, there are four typical administrative domains:
transport;
infrastructure and platform services ;
access and network functions; and
business and cross-domain operations.

The target architecture – and in particular the inter-domain interfaces – serve
as enablers for a multitude of domain
combinations. Many other domain
structures are possible, depending on
the strategy and operational structure
of the operator.
Administrative domains are quite
physical in nature. Traditionally, they
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tend to consist of physical nodes with
pre-integrated hardware and software
functions. This, however, is changing.
Together, NFV and the separation of
software and hardware have brought
about a new administrative domain:
the infrastructure and platform services (IPS) domain. Some administrative
domains – notably transport, access network and the new IPS domain – maintain responsibility for hardware and
platforms, while most other network
function domains – such as the Evolved
Packet Core (EPC) – manage only software functions.
Even though current network architecture already includes several interdomain interfaces, the evolution to the
target architecture aims to improve
multi-tenancy capabilities, as well as
intra-domain and inter-domain programmability. This evolution will happen gradually and to varying degrees
for each domain depending on need –
in terms of value – as well as additional
considerations like legacy equipment
and operational processes.
Key principles of the target
architecture
Developing network architecture so
that it is both highly automated and
programmable requires functionality
to be coordinated across administrative
domains. This can be achieved through
a set of tools to operate each administrative domain, which have operational responsibility for the resources
within the domain, as well as the ability to expose services based on these
resources. In this article we refer to the
combination of these operational tools
as COMPA: control, orchestration, management, policies and analytics. Each
term has a wider meaning than its legacy definition; all are tightly interlinked
within each administrative domain, as
well as having inter-domain relations.
The COMPA functional groupings are
illustrated in the target architecture
shown in Figure 2.
The main principles of the target
architecture are:
separation of concerns;
abstraction and exposure of capabilities;
multi-tenancy;
intra-domain programmability; and
inter-domain programmability.

FIGURE 1  Target architecture with example administrative domains
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Control, orchestration and management
Management and control functions
within each domain will do much the
same job as they do today, but with a
higher degree of automation and realtime capabilities. Orchestration enables
automation across different types of
resources and uses defined workflows
to provide the desired network behavior – all aligned with and enabled by a
policy framework that is supported by
analytics insights. Creating infrastructure services is one example of where

orchestration is heavily used in the IPS
domain, in which processing, storage
and networking resources are assigned
in a coordinated manner.
Services from other domains can also
be viewed as resources orchestrated in a
synchronized manner with a domain’s
own resources to provide services in a
hierarchical way. A strict framework
with a common information model is
required to maintain consistency across
domains – illustrated by the verticalarrow flow in Figure 2.

FIGURE 2  Grouping of COMPA functions in the target architecture
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FIGURE 3  Policy framework
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To offer services that draw
resources from more than one domain,
a cross-domain OSS/BSS function is
needed. This second main flow of
orchestration relates to external business offerings and how to leverage
services from multiple domains. For
example, an enterprise customer may
require a service that combines an infrastructure service from the IPS domain
with a business VPN from the transport
domain – this is shown conceptually by
the horizontal arrows in Figure 2.
To support service exposure, each
domain needs appropriate logging tools.
For example, an IPS domain will need
to create and maintain data records
related to usage for the infrastructure services it provides – regardless of
whether it delivers these services to an
external tenant or to an internal tenant (to other domains within the same
operator). Many of these functions will
be automated and simplified in their
interfaces among staff, OSS/BSS, and
resource control functions.
The policy framework
Policies are sets of rules that govern
the behavior of a system. A policy comprises conditions and actions; events
trigger conditions to be evaluated and
actions are taken if the conditions are
met. Policies are used to define a framework and set the bounds for the controlorchestration-management functions,
derived from the overall business goals
of the operator.
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Some policies, like those that control how specific resources are used,
are strictly defined and applied within
an administrative domain. Other policies apply to the inter-domain interfaces, and define for example how one
domain can use services from another.
Such policies can be partly defined by
the administrative domain delivering
the service, but may also be defined by
the administrative domain for business
and cross-domain operations. Figure 3
shows how policies originate from the
overall business objectives of the operator and how they relate to different levels within the operator structure.
The relationship between business
and network operations policies is
defined by a set of meaningful operational KPIs. For example, a business policy governing the parameters of a gold
subscriber service can be interpreted
into specific settings for, say, QoS in the
network. By factoring in the insights
supplied by analytics, these operational
KPIs enable a greater degree of network
automation, and allow policies to govern operational decisions.
Network analytics
Analytics is therefore a key tool for
increasing automation of operations.
To provide insights, predictions, as
well as supporting automation in other
ways, analytics can be applied within an
administrative domain or work in conjunction with the other COMPA functions – both in offline processing of data

and for real-time stream processing.
Domain competence is usually needed
to understand prediction, but insights
exposed from other domains or external sources could also be used as input.
Exposing analytics insights on a
domain basis, and then aggregating multiple domains through a cross-domain
analytics application, enables the entire
network state to be analyzed; which in
turn supports the definition of networkwide KPIs.
A policy engine can use network analytics to check performance-related
KPIs, triggering network state updates
when needed. Such requests could
then be applied to the relevant network
domains by the control-orchestrationmanagement functions – possibly with
some form of manual intervention.
A closed feedback loop from the control-orchestration-management functionality back to the policy engine
would enable policies to learn and adapt
automatically as the network environment changes.
Applying the concepts
Transport
In telco networks, the transport domain
delivers connectivity services between
remote sites and equipment, maintaining topology awareness and services for
multiple customers – multi-tenancy.
In reality, a transport network consists of a set of interworking administrative domains defined by technology,
geography and ownership. The main
technologies powering the delivery of
connectivity services will be based on
IP/MPLS, Ethernet and optical transport;
in the access domain, microwave transport may also play a significant role, and
IPv6 will be the dominant protocol (as
IPv4 becomes more associated with legacy infrastructure). Transport network
topology will become flatter with fewer
packet hops, as the use of converged
IP and optical transport technologies
becomes more widespread2.
Traditional connectivity services like
residential broadband, mobile backhaul, and enterprise VPNs will coexist
with newer services that will provide
connectivity for cloud solutions, such as
DC-to-DC or user-to-DC. These new generation services and the increased number of connections will drive the need
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for more flexible and dynamic ways to
operate the transport domain.
A number of key components are
needed to support evolved architectural principles and facilitate both
intra-domain and inter-domain programmability. These components
include SDN and network virtualization
technologies3, which allow connectivity
services to be deployed and controlled in
a flexible way.
Programmability in the transport
domain will ensure a suitable level of
resource abstraction, exposure and
control so that other administrative
domains can request transport services according to established SLAs.
Programmability can be achieved by
using northbound SDN-based interfaces, for example, and can be further
increased by leveraging the benefits of
data/control plane separation.
As shown in Figure 4, several scenarios regarding what parts of a transport
node can be SDN controlled. These scenarios lead to multiple possible paths and
intermediate steps to transform a traditional transport network into a network
that is fully SDN-controlled – in which
only a limited set of functions are local
to the transport node. Using SDN controllers will not only result in the introduction of new functions and services
into transport nodes, but existing control functionalities will be moved to the
SDN controller – replacing current localnode implementations.
Migrating an existing transport network to an SDN-based architecture
requires hybrid operational modes
that apply SDN-based control capabilities onto the existing (protocol-driven
local node) transport infrastructure. The
capabilities that are included depend on
the level of centralization versus distribution of functions that the operator
chooses for its transport domain.
The resulting transport domain – in
the context of packet-optical integration – combines increased programmability (enabled by SDN technologies) with
the simpler, more cost-efficient IP and
optical components, and is detailed in
a previous Ericsson Review article2. The
evolved transport domain enables faster
service deployment and reduces operational complexity.

Infrastructure and platform services
As networks evolve, telecom solutions
and systems will increasingly be built
using on-demand elastic infrastructure
and platform services rather than dedicated and managed infrastructure and
software. To leverage the benefits of this
model, a split in responsibility between
the provider of such services and the
users (tenants) is necessary. The provider role is taken by what we refer to in
this article as the IPS domain, which is
a new domain type that provides infrastructure and platform services using
owned or leased resources.
One of the key services offered by the
IPS domain is a structured collection of
virtual computational processing, storage and networking resources, within
what is referred to as virtual data center
(vDC). The vDC interface separates logical telecom nodes from the actual physical infrastructure, using concepts like
virtual machines, virtual network overlays, baremetal, and storage services.

Networking capabilities exposed to
tenants will be rich enough to support
a wide set of telco functions, including
L2 and L3 VPN interworking and SDNcontrolled service chaining4. The IPS
domain can also take the administrative responsibility for common network
functions (such as DNS, firewalling,
DHCP, and load balancing) and offer
these as services, orderable as products
deployable in a vDC.
In addition, the IPS domain can also
supply services to applications, providing an execution framework (PaaS)
and network APIs that expose underlying network capabilities. For example, common network functions can be
exposed and made programmable by
applications. Inter-domain programmability and abstraction increases application development productivity and
reduces lead times. In addition, the IPS
domain will support migration by providing interconnectivity with non-virtualized networks as well as mixed

FIGURE 4  Scenarios for control plane and data plane separation for packet,
and IP/optical transport networks
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FIGURE 5  Infrastructure and platform services domain
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deployments of non-virtualized, virtualized and PaaS-based applications.
All the capabilities of the vDC and
application services are orderable by
tenants through policy-controlled
inter-domain interfaces, and all of the
capabilities can be requested, monitored and maintained/scaled through
these interfaces. The interfaces will rely
heavily on modeling of the (sometimes
complex) sets of capabilities, using OVF
descriptors, for example, and forwarding descriptors for service chaining.
Within the IPS domain, overall functions in the COMPA category will act
across a wide set of resources in the
underlying infrastructure.
Using orchestration technologies,
for example, suitable abstractions can
be provided to tenants using a heterogeneous set of resources – which
allows tenants to manage and program resources without requiring any
lower level implementation details.
Policies and analytics may then be
used to ensure that resources are used
E R I C S S O N R E V I E W • NOVEMBER 28, 2014
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efficiently, while respecting SLAs and
business requirements.
The physical resources that expose
virtual resources to tenants may be
organized into infrastructure resource
zones, each with their own functions
(VIM in ETSI NFV terminology) acting
within the zone – such as OpenStack
and SDN controllers. Some or all such
zones may be external to the IPS
domain. Another option is to use similar services from another IPS domain
or service provider, where orchestration
capabilities deliver a consolidated service. The transport domain may be used
for inter-connectivity of infrastructure
resource zones at different data center sites or to connect infrastructure
resource zones to external networks.
In both cases, the IPS domain interacts
with the transport domain, based on
frame agreements, to request or dynamically adapt WAN connections.
As shown in Figure 5, the IPS domain
relies on several arbitrarily distributed
DC sites, which contain a number of

PODs – blocks of computational, storage
and networking resources. Typically, a
POD corresponds to an infrastructure
resource zone. To deliver consolidated
and distributed vDCs, the overall orchestrator can request resources across the
PODs through their VIM functions.
The IPS domain offers abstracted
services (the vDCs and application services), multi-tenancy with isolation of
resources, security and SLAs associated
with these services. It allows for intradomain programmability and automation via the VIM (OpenStack), SDN
for the connectivity resources and the
COMPA functions for resource and service orchestration across infrastructure
resource zones and to external providers. It also offers inter-domain programmability where tenants have access to
interfaces for controlling – within
frame agreements – their instances of
the vDC and application services, supporting for example scaling, tenant
SDN control or access to telco network
capabilities. The interface between the
IPS domain and its tenants needs to be
open and, where applicable, standardized to support a full business ecosystem
between IPS-domain service providers and its tenants, with a minimum
amount of system integration between
the two. Indeed, this appears to be one of
the main tasks of the NFV forum.
Network functions
Most network functions of the logical telecom architecture shown in
Figure 6 benefit from using services
from the IPS domain. The separation of
network functions from platforms can
result in significant operational gain –
primarily through automated routines
for backup and restore, capacity planning, hardware handling and a general
reduction in the number of platforms
to be managed. This has a direct impact
on TTM for new services, which can be
reduced from up to a year down to a few
months as the introduction process no
longer depends on platform introduction. Auto scaling of the infrastructure
and platform services and programmability of the network functions removes
much of the manual work associated
with fulfillment, which greatly reduces
the TTC.
The original design of mobile network
architecture in 3GPP supports a certain
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level of programmability, abstraction
and multi-tenancy. Standardized interfaces between the RAN, EPC and IMS
domains support automation in bearer
service handling and a set of MVNO solutions at various levels. The Rx interface
enables rudimentary inter-domain programming to the PCRF from outside the
EPC domain, while the APN structure
provides a foundation for multi-tenancy.
However this is not sufficient, network
functions architecture is evolving to
increase support for COMPA functions.
Introducing the infrastructure and platform services are a significant step in
this direction, but additional architectural changes and interface improvements are also part of the wider picture.
Separating network functions from
the platforms allows the capacity of a
given network function system – such
as an EPC system – to scale up or down
by simply adjusting the capacity of the
vDC to achieve the wanted capacity of
the EPC system. The multi-tenancy of
the vDC service also means that multiple EPC systems can be instantiated in
parallel in separate vDCs.
Figure 7 illustrates how deploying a
multitude of EPCs in different vDCs provides full isolation of the EPC instances,
inherited from the tenant isolation
built into the vDC service from the IPS
domain. Isolation makes both service
exposure and inter-domain programmability to EPC instances safer – opening up programmability to one instance
does not impact others, and exposure
of data from the EPC system to a customer or partner is limited to that of
the associated EPC system instance.
Implementing isolation in this way minimizes risk and reduces the cost for troubleshooting faulty services.
For operations in multiple markets,
one EPC system can be instantiated per
market, with a central responsibility for
the EPC domain, but with selected programmability suitable for the demands
of the given market. This is a cost-efficient approach with consolidated competence and responsibility, while still
allowing different operational entities
to control selected features of the EPC
system – such as rules for charging or
subscription.
Instantiating a VoLTE system5,
for example, can enable an operator
to offer communication services to

enterprises, emergency services or any
other industry with full isolation and
varying degrees of programmability. To
support this use case, network architecture needs to evolve to the target
architecture. In particular, additional
inter-domain interfaces (to enable programmability and automated orchestration) are needed to instantiate the
relevant subsystems and combine them
into service solutions.
The evolution of the network functions integrates well with 5G radio evolution6. Next generation networks will
support legacy services as well as new
services like enhanced mobile broadband, massive machine-type communication (MTC), as well as mission-critical
MTC. Future networks will need to

support a vast number and a much more
diverse set of use cases. Consequently,
service creation that is platform-independent and flexible, based on programmability and automation is key. A
massive range of industries will depend
on 5G networks – all with different
requirements for characteristics, security, analytics and cost. Meeting all of
these needs is a strong driver for multitenancy, isolation, and instantiation of
services and resources.
Extending instantiation capabilities
to work across multiple domains may
enable novel business offerings to be
created. If, for example, an instance
of an EPC system is integrated with a
VoLTE system instance, the two are then
connected to an IP VPN, and finally

FIGURE 6  Logical telecom architecture
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all three are associated with an isolated and SLA controlled radio-access
service; the result is an isolated, and
SLA-controlled logical instance of the
complete network. Such logical network
instances can be offered to an industry,
to an MVNO or an enterprise. As each
network instance is isolated, it is safe
to open up interfaces to each instance
to enable each customer or partner to
program selected properties of the logical network instance, and to do this in
real time.
To reach the point where a network
can be offered as a programmable service requires a cost-efficient way to connect services – and eventually resources
– from the various domains into logical network instances. As described at
the beginning of this article, to connect services in such a cost-efficient
way requires inter-domain programmability and more generally a networkwide architecture for cross-domain

orchestration and management, while
maintaining per-domain responsibility
and accountability.

many network functions will be managed in similar way as any other virtualized software: following virtualization
management principles in line with
ETSI NFV specifications. Initially virtualized network functions will be operated in parallel with legacy nodes, and
DC operations as well as maintenance
will be automated to a much larger
degree than it is today.
In the longer term, the architecture
should be able to provide the desired
level of automation and network programmability. Full programmability of
the network and its services requires
the inter-domain interfaces as well as
the domains to evolve. To achieve the
full gain of the network architecture
transformation, the related internal
operator processes (like workflow, operation, and maintenance processes) will
need to be adjusted. Technologies like
SDN and cloud orchestration are crucial enablers and tools for automation

Conclusions
Increased levels of automation and
programmability are transforming
network architecture. This transformation is being driven by expected gains
in operational efficiency and reduced
TTM for new services, reduced TTC, and
new business, as well as by the fact that
enabling technologies such as virtualization and SDN are gaining maturity.
The target architecture is built on
interfaces that support the principles of
service and resource abstraction, multitenancy and programmability. Interdomain interfaces also support business
relations, as they include security and
SLAs, as well as separation of responsibility and accountability.
As a first important transformation
step toward the target architecture,

FIGURE 7  Architecture evolution
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network programmability, but network
operations and services also need to be
controlled through operational policies
linked to business policies.
Due to the impact on operator processes and potentially even the business
ecosystem it is likely that the transformation will take place in a stepwise manner
over a significant period of time – with
different parts of the network evolving
at different rates. In addition, the resulting network architecture will support
5G radio evolution and the associated use
cases and requirements.

BOX B  Main principles of the target architecture

Separation of concerns
Each domain has full responsibility over the resources and
operations performed inside the domain.

Exposure and abstraction of capabilities
The abstraction of functions into APIs that are exposed as
services supports domain inter-operability, which enables
automation and programmability.

Multi-tenancy
Each domain offers full isolation of how the different users
(tenants) use domain resources.

Intra-domain programmability
This is achieved by leveraging automation and
programmability within an administrative domain through its
COMPA functions.

Inter-domain programmability
Each domain exposes capabilities and services using welldefined APIs to achieve an end-to-end service offering,
orchestrated by the cross-domain COMPA functionality.
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